
JJL: Hi from Jeannette at DePauw
DJ: Hello everyone! I can hear you.
DE: Hi Jeannette!  Welcome to the call.
RH: Hi Livia and Dan, I am online and can now hear you on the phone. Thanks! 
RH: I am going onto "mute" now. 
DE: Hi Robert.  Great meeting you last week!
RH: Thanks, great meeting you as well. : )
DE: Don't forget if you have not called in via phone, please be sure to use the 800 number.  
Thanks  
NND: Hello...Natalie signing in from PSEPP at the University of Tennessee at Martin
DE: Hi Natalie!
AR: Hi. I am from UC Santa Cruz, Sexual Assault Prevention.  
CM: i always ask this, but could you please remind me how to raise/lower volume?
SR: leah livia & dan...hi!
EZ: Hi All! Cal Poly Pomona Violence Prevention Program is here! 
RC: Hi everyone-
NBD: Hello...Good to hear from you...I'm on the computer but do I need to hook up to the phone
NBD: 70 degrees in Martin, TN....YIPPEE!!!!!
MC: Could someone please provide the access code for phone use?  Thanks.
NB: Hello everyone! Nicole from Stanford University. I will need to leave the call at 12 for our 
CCRT meeting.
CH: Hi there--Carmen from UW-Madison.
BT: Livia: This is Beatrice from MSU Outreach and Sexual Assault Services.  Hello to all.
BF: Hello, The Aurora Center - University of MN - here (and we aren't much more used to sub-
zero weather, it just happens here 
CM: 611990, malinda
CM: right?
MC: Thank you Chris!
CM: no prob 
Maria del Pilar Rodriguez: Hi everyone, Maria del Pilar Rodriguez Velez, from the University 
of Puerto Rico
CM: Hello All from Winthrop Univ.
JM: Karen Frank here fro Fitchburg State sitting in for Jannette...PS shoudl I have sound right 
now?
CB: Hello from EKU! We are finally having a day of sunshine!
SA: Hi from Loyola University Chicago. Sunshine here too!
NB: This question is for the webinar team when the call gets started: Would it be possible to let 
us know the status of the RFP? Our grant ends this June and we are wondering when the RFP 
will come out this year. Thank you!
CM: It is 70 and breezy in SC 
CA: Hi everyone - Connie Adams, Saint Mary's College. Sunshine and 40 degrees - quite the 
celebration in northern Indiana!
TBG: Hi everyone.  This is Tricia from Howard University
KV: Hi this is Kimberly from NM Highlands in Las Vegas, NM!
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RA: Hi from Racine at Dickinson College, PA
SD: susanne and lindsey from OU
SO: Hi, this is Safiya from Jackson State University. Sunny and 70+ degrees!
RH: Ron and Cathy from Southern Connecticut State University
KM: Kate, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
DJ: Dezette
JW: This is Jennifer from Pacific Lutheran University in Washington State.
DH: Hello from Clark University!  It's actually sunny here in Massachusetts today!
CM: checking in from St. Lawrence University in snowy Canton, NY
DJ: Dianna from Texas A&M-Commerce, TX
JH: Nancy & Jessica from UC San Diego
AU: Hi! Arzie from University of Missouri - Kansas City
JC: Janine Western Illinois University (Macomb) Project Director and Amelia Hartnett
SS: Sherri standing in for Dennis McDonald at College of Saint Rose in Albany, NY
BO: Hey this is Brooke from Central Michigan University.
SR: Sheetal, Project Director, William Paterson University, NJ
DC: Drs. Estela, Dolores, and Heidi from the University at Albany
RH: Hi Livia, thanks, good to see you also!
CH: Jay Souza & Christina Hernandez from UNLV!
TH: Hi it's Todd and Chris from USC
NH: Nina, Jessica and Julie from University of Pennsylvania
SB: Sacared, University of Maryland, College Park Consortium
MD: Monique at The University of Iowa
RC: Rebecca, University of North Carolina Wilmington. Hi everyone!
CM: Carol from University of California systemwide grant
LM: Liz at Buffalo State
ES: Ellen - University of Mississippi
LR: LuAnn from University of Vermont - hello!
MC: Hi, Malinda from Indiana Univ of PA
JG: Juliette from NC State - hello!
MKB: Marlene  Hi everyone
SE: Victor & Sylvia from Southeast Missouri State 
BP: hi all - this is Barb from the University of Colorado Denver
JB: Hi- this is Jaime from East Central University in OK
TR: Hi all- this is Theresa from Grand Valley State University
JS: Jodi Solito, Slippery Rock University of PA
LH: Hello from the University of Missouri-Columbia
DE: 916-446-2520  CALCASA
AL: Annette Lynch, Iowa Flagship Grant
DC: Dinorah Couvillon-Violence Prevention Program Specialist from Arizona Western College/
Northern AZ univ
CR: Hi I am Christina Reagle from Western Oregon University
MS: Hi all. Marigail Sexton from Kentucky, Mandatory Education TA provider
SS: Some still needs to mute their line....
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LL: Hi - Leah Lyon from ECU - Oklahoma Flagship and Technical Assistance Program
CM: Hello from Winthrop from Leah 
LL: Hey Sandy Earnst - Glad to see you were available.  Will talk to you soon.
SB: Susannah Bartlow, Dickinson College
LC: Leslie, University of Hawaii. It's so hot here compared to Nawlins! 
JP: Jennifer from University of Tennessee Health Science Center
AH: Hello Livisha from MSCASA! 
LK: Hi from Ole Miss
AH: Hello Linda how are you!
HRM: Hi from Holly at UM
NDB: Hello Althea...From Natalie
LK: Great job Althea with training last week
BT: Beatrice is here from MSU
AH: Hey Natalie how are you doing!! 
TBG: Just a reminder that I am here from Howard University - Tricia Bent-Goodley - hi!
SE: Sandra Earnst from Oklahoma is here - Hi to all
AH: Hello Soror Tatem! See you soon
AH: Thanks Linda! You have awesome team I enjoyed meeting them
BT: Althea, I wil see you Thursday, right?
NDB: Great...missed seeing you with Calcasa last week
AH: I hope to see you soon when you do JA training Natalie! 
AH: I will e-mail you my contact information Nat
NDB yippee!!! ok...Please Do
DE: We miss Althea at CALCASA too, Natalie.
AH: Yes ma'mam will see you Thurday in at the MSCASA office Dr. Tatem
AH: Hello Danny!!!Hope you enjoyed New Orleans heat
NDB: It wasnt hot in New Orleans....
DE: Yes the 38 degree "heat" in NOLA was great.  
NDB: Good food and training in New Orleans
RH : And great colleagues!
DE: Yes, nice to see everyone.
LR: Hi Ron!
RH : Hi Livia and Dan!
DE: Hi Ron
SMD: Hey Dan, How are you dong?
SMD: sorry, meant Doing?
JC: Please copy double-sided in future--you could then make twice the number of copies!
DE: HI Smita!  Good to hear from you.  How are things at Stonybrook?
DE: Thanks Janine, definitely a consideration for the future.  Need to go green.
SH: Good. 
DH: Do we have to upload our strategic plan even if we already handed one in at our TTI?
SC: Is there a standard format for the strategic plan?
HRM: So--if we plan to re-apply this year, do we make the strategic plan for the next three + 
years?
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SMD: Hello Althea, did you send out the action plan in the project directors listserve. I would 
appreciate a electronic copy.
AL: On a flagship grant does the Flagship Grant Director upload all strategic plans for all 
campuses within the flagship?
CBK: I would like an e-copy as well.
SB: Hi all, just to clarify--do we need to submit an action plan for the February TTI AND a 
strategic plan? Or are these the same thing?
LR: Its the same thing, Susannah
SB: thanks 
LL: awesome thanks
NH: we would like an e-copy as well.
DE: Aloha Leslie.  Good seeing you in NOLA!
JMH: I understand that the strategic plan can be modified later, if necessary.  Is that correct?
JG: the strategic/action plan is due to GMS by Feb 28, correct?
LL: Hi Denise,
SD: how can we receive an electronic copy of the strategic plan?
SR: hey leah!
SH: can you repeat that phone number?
SR: how are you?
LC: can you repeat the number?
LC: ok thanks
CA: Thank you!
SH: yes, can we get an electronic copy of the plan?
DJ: When do we receive the electronic copies of the strategic plan? I have not received one.
JS: When will we know when the summer institutes will be?  The sooner the better!
SA: is there a format for this plan??
LL: Hi Denise,  Even though plans and drafts were submitted at the TTI, they will still need to 
be submitted on GMS to OVW.   Many campus teams needed to go back to campus and work 
with additional campus reps before finishing it up.
SR: 3rd week of june
CM i got mine today
Dan Esparza: Hi Sheetal!  Good to see you on the line.
SR: leah will we get feedback from the TA provider before we submit our strategic plan to 
GMS?
JH: is our strategic plan specifically addressing the TTI we attended or an overall strategic plan?  
I assumed we just needed to fill in the action steps form that was distributed and submit that. 
TH: When will the call for applications for the 2011-2013 cycle be announced?
NB: If we are applying for the grant this round, do we still need to submit the strategic plan?
SMD:  I have not received the charter with all the institutes we are required to attend? How do I 
get one. I checked with our RF and they don’t have that document.
SR: hi dan! good to see you to!
RH: So, when is the strategic plan due? I am not sure if I caught that detail...
LL: Hi Sheetal,  I am compiling feedback and comments on each team's draft this week and plan 
to distribute them by Friday.
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RH: Also, is this the same as the strategic plan that we did at the CCRT training?
BP: I haven't received the charter either.  Who should we check with?
RH: Okay, Feb 28th, thank you!
SR: Leah! That's great! We will incorporate it into the plan. Also, we had additional ideas and 
will email you to run it by you.
DJ: When do we receive the electronic copy of strategic plan?
HRW: If we plan to re-apply this year, should we make our strategic plan for 3+ years?
LBW: Does the strategic plan need to address all four minimum requirements or just the one 
relevant to the TTI we just attended?
LC: ditto Holly's question
LL: Hi Stephanie (Atella), the template provided at the TTI is fine, but you may also format it 
differently if you desire.
LL: Perfect, Sheetal.  Thanks.
SMD: I did contact the TLC GMS on our end  and they said that they did not get the charter. She 
gets all the other information that she forwards to us. Any help. 
NB: Sop if we are re-applying, what the should the strategic plan include? Since it is not for 3 
years. We only have 6 months left on our grant.
RH: Oh, okay... so there will ultimately be four strategic plans, one for each category. 
LR: Yes, 4 plans
SR: good to know Livia!
SA: is there a format for this strategic plan??
JH: great, thanks.  we work off the action plan you gave us and submit, clear enough.
JG: how/when will we get the e version of the plan?
NB: Can you ask them to clarify what current grantees who are reapplying should submit 
regarding the strategic plan? This question wasn't answered.
CA: Is there an electronic copy of this document? I only received a hard copy.
SA: At the institute I attended we were given an example, but not a format...
RH: Can we have an electronic version of that format sent to us?
NB: Is it for only 6 months?
NH: So if we are re-applying, what the should the strategic plan include? Since it is not for 3 
years. We only have 6 months left on our grant.
SMD: What is the turn around time for documents that are submitted for review. It has been very 
difficult to get in touch with our program director.
RH: Okay, thank you. 
JMH: How do we get the electronic copy of the strategic plan format?
JH: can we get the word version of the action plan instead of the PDF that was sent. that would 
make it easier to fill in. 
LR: Yes Jessica
CH: thanks livia!
DJ: Thank you, Marigail
NH: what about judicial?
SO: What about judicial folk
KV: Livia-can I as well? Thanks
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AW: this question wasn't answered: Sop if we are re-applying, what the should the strategic plan 
include? Since it is not for 3 years. We only have 6 months left on our grant.
AH: We will send out today as well
LC: only 6 months
LC: since grant is not guaranteed
AW: thanks.
JS: Not sure if my question was posted in the right place.....  When will we know the dates of the 
summer institutes?  The sooner we know the better.  Thanks!
SR: if the timeline for the strategic plan looks a bit different from what we wrote in our grant 
application is it alright?
RH: Thank you, Livia, for sending the e-mail yesterday with the CCRT materials and for being 
willing to send the Word version to complete our strategic plan for the 28th. 
CH: @jane, they said the third week of june
TH: When will we be able to reapply for those of us who need to for the 2011-2014 cycle?
SR: Dan, can you please look at my question and check
LC: solicitation comes out monday
SR: ok, thanks leah & dan
TH: Thanks!
SMD: 3rd week is the week of 13th or the week of the 20th
SMD: Thanks
JC: Do we know locations?
SMD: I had a question about the document review turn around time by OVW
BP: Who can we speak with about our schedule of TA sessions.   
LR: Smita, can you elaborate on your question?
KV: Will someone be visiting our campus at any time? And if so what is the process for that? 
Thanks
LR: TA visits depend on TA requests/consultations
KV: That would be great
SMD: I have been trying to contact Rudy for almost 6 months about a education material review 
but had a hard time getting through to her via email or phone. Any suggestions on how to get in 
touch with her.
BP: I respect the work you all have done but we would like to ask a question about the schedule. 
Who at OVW should we discuss this with? 
SMD: Thanks Dan. Much appreciated.
PHS: What is a reasonable amount of time to wait for a response from program managers?
DE: Hi Barbara, can you elaborate a bit about what you mean by "schedule?"
SR: All this material is sent via email/snail mail right? Not GMS - just making sure... =)
BP: Dan - we are coming to the end of our grant and the area we are most in need of help with is 
the mandatory orientation.  We are not scheduled for that session until next year (after our 
current grant is ended).  We would like to ask if there is any way our schedule of sessions could 
be changed to allow us to participate in the mandatory education session
LL: Yes, Sheetal.  Email works well for sending materials to OVW for review.
SR: Ok, thanks leah!
DE: @sheetal.  Yes, via email.  
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CH: One more--and I apologize that this may have been answered-
CH: Is the strategic plan for 6 months if that is the duration of the grant cycle?
SR: awaiting the database of approved curriculum and material used by other campuses
CH: or for three years?
BP: Thank you that is helpful
RH: Just to  clarify and with apologies if this has already been definitively answered: May a 
consortium submit one Strategic Plan for the Project as a whole, based on the stated minimum 
standard, for example, law enforcement,or are  separate Strategic Plans for each of the 
institutions that are members of a consortium required?
CH: thank you so much.  very helpful.
CS: Any recommendations on doing continuation grant rewrites for this next cycle.  Is OVW 
looking for anything different from in the past?
SR: in the orientation we were told sometime  soon we will ahve access to material developed by 
other campuses - have not heard anything on that front yet?
SR: who should we follow up about that with?
DE: Hi Sheetal, feel free to call me.
LL: Hi Sheetal - I will send you some info and I believe CALCASA has more.  Dan?
LR: Yes, CALCASA has some
LL: Thanks, Dan.  we were responding to Sheetal at the same time.
SR: ok, thanks all!
LL: Thanks Livia and Dan!
RG: I am wondering if there can be a centralized location of sample policies, strategic plans and 
products for everyone to consult when different schools are attempting to address different grant 
goals?
RH: Thanks for that answer!
SR: If you are an individual grantee and want to do a consortium do we have to wait for the 
grant to expire before we reapply?
SH: What is the mechanism for continuation if we go from individual to consortium?
DJ: Thanks to all of you! It was great putting faces to names/emails! Look forward to working 
with you all to Build Healthier Campus Communities!
SS: Regarding the consortium question:  one plan even though each school will tailor their plans 
based on their school's programs/procedures, etc...?  We were told we'd provide one strategic 
plan document reflecting each school's individual plans within...
SR: thanks
SS: thanks
PC: To be clear, if funding ends in 6 months, we can or can not apply on this current funding 
cycle? 
RG: You may have missed my question.  I am wondering if there is a centralized location folks 
can put samples of their products and policies to use as a reference>
SR: Would love to use any material out there? can we not put it in the PD Listserv.
SR: One at a time?
LR: Sheetal, does that help?
SR: Yes, thanks...
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DC: If we would have money left over for a no-cost extension, can we apply for next year as 
well?
EZ: can grants who are in a "no cost extension" period still apply for this upcoming grant?
LR: Erika, I think Myrta is addressing your question...unless I misunderstood your question
EZ: yes she is, thanks! 
DC: thank you!
MD: If you have a flagship grant, can we still apply for an individual grant?
DJ: I'm a Cancer
SR: when will we know about the reshuffling of prgoram mangers and who is our manager?
NDB: Yeah!!!!!!!! Dan I am too
SH: That is so funny!  I am a Gemini too 
DJ: When is our next PD meeting?
DE: Natalie, birthday?  april 29th here.
SR: Cool! Thanks...
NDB: May 9th and married on May 27...Great Month!!
LL: I'm a Leo and amazingly my last name is now Lyon.  Who'd have every thought?
CH: isn't monday a federal holiday?  and if so, should we still expect Monday?
KV: Will we continue to have monthly webinars with the TA providers?
Dianna Jones: I think we have a better chance of Summer weather at next one!
LR: Carmen, can you clarify?
SS: I was wondering about the holiday Monday too... will the solicitation still be up on Monday?
LR: Oh got it
KV: Nice. Thanks!
JC: is there a schedule of upcoming webinars?
DE: Janine, we will be developing a schedule, but as of yet, no schedule.
SR: Can we set up a webinar with one of our TA providers much ahead of our institutes - to get 
an early start???
CH: great!  thanks!
HRM: For the next grant cycle: Is there specific guidelines on who is our community partner and 
whether we provide funding to that partner?  We're looking to adjust our previous grant from 
providing funding to our community partner for a staff person to providing funding to our 
community partner on a fee-for-services basis.  Would that be acceptable?
SS: I didn't mean the 28th/Strategic Plan deadline - I meant the solicitation being released this 
coming Monday, a federal holiday
DE: is that right Sheetal?
SR: Yes, we want help with judicial material urgently!
TBG: Is the next Project Director's meeting June 29th then?  Just so I am clear.  Thanks.
SR: so want to reach out them soon!
DE: Let's talk and we can connect with JA
SR: ok Dan thanks!
KV: We need JA and Orientation assistance ASAP.
SR: Thanks Myrta - good to hear your voice and laugh!! =)
LL: Hi Sheetal.  Althea can help you on JA even before June.  Reach out to her.  
NDB: where can I obtain more info about mandatory orientation
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DJ: Will that inudate the TA with future grantees? Was the question, can we contact our next TA 
providers for June? Unless I complete my first program training.
SR: Will do leah! You folks are so supportive - love that!
SMD: I have a question about the charter again.. I just contacted my GMS contact person and 
she wants to know whether the information was sent via email, or GMS.
NDB: Thanks
KV: It was sent through e-mail I believe
SMD: thanks
DJ: Example: If we just completed the Mandatory, while working on the mandatory, I can 
contact the next provider before June?
LR: Dianna contact the corresponding TA provider
LR: Don't feel constrained to only communicate with 1 TA provider
LR: The idea is you will most likely hear quite a bit from the TA provider that you just met with 
last week
LL: Yes - Dianna,  you can contact any of the four TA providers at any time even if you haven't 
been the that particular institute or have already attended it.
DJ: Thanks
SMD: You informed me about the upcoming institute and I am still working with the 
SMD: our GMS contact person to admit that she did get the charter...
AH: Sheetal you can contact me at ahart@mscasa.org for JA look forward to working with you
LR: Thanks Althea!
SR: Will do Athea, thanks...
LL: Thanks Althea.
DE: Smita, it would have come to her from Latinisha if she is the person on the grant as the 
authorized representative.
AH: Hello and thanks Leah!
HRM: Okay--I'll call.  Thanks!
AW: i see that this question was answered but i was out of my office: can grants who are in a "no 
cost extension" period still apply for this upcoming grant?
LL: Hey Thea!  Always welcome.  As we all know, this all goes together in the end.
AH: yes it does Leah we are all connected!
LL: The best way, Thea!
RH: Thank you!
TR: Thank you
PHS: Thank you!
AH: Hello Hanser!
LR: 866.655.4482
LK: Hi Robert...how are things in Monroe?
LR GMS HELP # 866.655.4482
LC: lol 
althea hart: LOL from MS
RH Hey Althea!
KV: Thank you for all the information! 
BP: Thank you all  - this was really helpful
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NDB: Thank You!!!
AH Hope all is well Hanser
JMH: Thank you for this helpful webinar.
SO: Hi, Pamela. Good to see your name! Hope things are well.
LR: Livia, did you say you will be sending the template for the CCRT plan? thnxs!
LR: Again, materials will be available tomorrow on the CALCASA website
SD: thank you all
LR: thanks!
LR: yes, the CCR template will be out on word. Expect an email later today.
PHS: Hey Dr. Omari!!! I am working on calling you Lol!
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